La Escuelita de Español
Our Spanish after school club welcomes all children from KS1 and
KS2 to the Spanish Speaking world.

Our teaching ethos is to teach children Spanish in a fun, loving and dynamic environment. In order to
acquire a powerful tool to compete in the real world.

Spanish language is widely spoken these days around the world. And it is not only
spoken in Spain but also in 20 countries of Latin America. Spanish is the second
widely spoken language just after Chinese, and our children would get benefited with
the knowledge of a new language and different cultures.
Our aim is to teach children how to have a conversation with correct grammar and a
grand variety of vocabulary and expressions used in different Spanish speaking
countries. In order to do that, we will provide excellent tools and resources to help us
teach a new language to young children.

La Escuelita de Español
We will have fun activities and games to motivate and immerse the children fully into
Spanish. Therefore, their reading, writing, listening and speaking skills will develop.
Nonetheless, the classes will be constructed with a solid structure, organisation and
coordination in between the lead teachers.
Alpha Martell-Gamez has a broad teaching experience not only at primary school
level, but also she has taught and done extensive research in different universities in
Mexico, Spain, U.S.A. and the UK. Having a PhD in Social Science with specialty in
International Migration and Social Policy has helped her to discern about different
cultures and also understand how diversity can bring to our world lovely, useful and
rich elements to learn from. She is also a parent at St. Luke’s Primary School.
Cristina Barbado is a primary teacher with specialty in Modern Foreign Languages.
She holds valuable experience teaching in Spain and in the UK. For several years,
she has taught English as a Second Language as well as Spanish as a Second
Language to children and adults. She is currently a Year 2 Assistant Teacher at St.
Luke’s Primary School.
For more information, please contact Alpha at 07988149902 or
alphamartell@gmail.com
Price: £30 this remaining term. Second child £25. The first session is free.
Materials included.
Classes: Thursdays and Fridays from 4:00PM-4:45PM.
Start date: February 10th 2020. No classes during half term.
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